
 

 

   

 

Matthew Heimbach Attempts To Form 'White Student Union' 
At Towson University 

Matthew Heimbach wants to start a group at Towson University specifically for white students.

“We essentially want to replicate what every student union does on campus,” Heimbach, a senior at 
Towson, told the student newspaper. “You have a Black student Union who promotes black heroes, we 
want to do the same thing.”

Heimbach claims he has 17 students interested in joining, and they've been posting fliers around 
campus to attract more potential members. 

"We'd also want to create a safe space for members who have filed hate/bias reports and who have 
had anti-white language used against them,” Heimbach said. "Especially the female members who have 

heard 'cracker' and 'honkie,' and nothing has ever come of it. It’s a support network for a campus that is hostile toward white students."

The Baltimore Sun reports:

Victor Collins, the university's assistant vice president of student affairs for diversity, said he believes Heimbach's group should be 
treated like other campus groups as long as its members meet the requirements and obey Towson's rules. Though he supports the 
group's First Amendment rights, he said, he does not agree that Towson's campus is prejudiced against whites. 

"They think they are a parallel comparison to the Black Student Union," Collins said. "In my observation in American society and history, I don't 
know if white students have been discriminated against or denied access to intuitions [sic]. This is a predominantly white institution. I don't 
understand why they have to [form.]"

If approved for affiliation by the Student Government Association, the "White pride" group could get funding coming from student fees after a year and 
allow members to use university meeting rooms without being charged.

Heimbach was the president of a campus group called Youth for Western Civilization, which crashed and burned in the previous academic year. The 
Baltimore Sun noted there was significant controversy when that group held public displays against Islam, same-sex marriage and multicultural 
education.

YWC is a national right-wing organization with chapters on college campuses. Many members were also involved in other conservative campus 
groups like Young Americans for Freedom and college Republican chapters. Former U.S. Rep. Tom Tancredo (R-Colo.) was named honorary 
chairman, and defended YWC against accusations their group was little more than a national "White Pride" group.

"It's got nothing to do with racism, it's got nothing to do with extremism," Tancredo told Fox News 2009. "It has to do with celebrating the benefits 
Western civilization has brought to mankind, not the least of which is the concept of law. It's designed to bring attention to the issues, discussions 
and points of view that aren't readily available in the typical classroom on liberal colleges run by left-wing loonies."

The Towerlight reported Heimbach posted on Facebook after he tried to get a page started for his new "White Pride" group. "So Facebook banned 
me for a day and took down the Towson University White Student Union page for 'hate speech,'" Heimbach wrote. "Funny enough, the Towson 
University Black Student Union page is still up.”
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"It has to do with celebrating the benefits Western civilization has brought to mankind, not the least of which is the concept of 
law." Rep. Tom Tancredo, (R) Colorado 
 
Wrong, Tommy. 
 
The oldest code of law we now know of was the Code of Ur-Nammu, created by Sumerian rulers between 2100 - 2050 BC in 
Mesopotamia (now known as Iraq). Before this was discovered the first code of law was thought for a long time to be that of 
Hammurabi from about 1772 BC.  
RobertHenryEller: "It has to do with celebrating the benefits Western civilization 
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03:57 PM on 10/15/2012  
I like the idea of a White Student Union. 
 
No doubt they will stage Shakespeare plays, hold concerts featuring the music of Mozart, and open a gallery displaying the 
paintings of Vermeer.  
RobertHenryEller: I like the idea of a White Student Union. No 
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I wonder if Mr. Heimbach would let Barack Hussein Obama join the White Students Union? 
 
Mr. Obama's qualifications? Blood. 
 
Mr. Obama's distant cousins: 
 
George W. Bush 
Lyndon Johnson 
Harry Truman 
Jimmy Carter 
Gerald Ford 
Franklin Roosevelt 
John Quincy Adams 
James Madison 
Zachary Taylor 
 
Mr. Obama shares common descent from six English Kings, two French Kings and Charlemagne with: 
 
George Washington 
John Quincy Adams 
Theodore Roosevelt 
Franklin Roosevelt 
Herbert Hoover 
Woodrow Wilson 
Zachary Taylor 
John Tyler 
Jimmy Carter 
 
Mr. Obama also shares common descent with Queen Elizabeth. 
 
Do you think Mr. Obama is White enough, Mr. Heimbach? Actually, maybe you should ask yourself if you're White enough to 
hang with Mr. Obama. 
 
http://genealogyofpresidents.blogspot.ch 
 
Sorry, but it's all true.  
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07:37 PM on 10/11/2012  
I think they should be allowed to operate. If they are what Heimbach really says they are--and genuinely there to promote "white 
culture"...then they should exist. Even if he is snake oil salesman and he's promoting bigotry, then it's better still to allow freedom 
of speech than to suppress it. In the end, if he's a bigot and white supremacist, allowing his views to be aired on campus will let 



sane people know that those views still exist and need to be fought against. It's not like letting him start his organization will allow 
hatred to catch on.  
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10:22 PM on 10/10/2012  
The problem with these White Student Unions are who they are affiliated with and the members they attract. One could blame 
neo-Nazi's and neo-KKK for making the therm "white pride" associated with racism. The same kind of hijacking by racists has 
happened with a lot of Black, Latino and Muslim student unions; so obviously alot of these student unions are a bad idea.  
 
Also the label of "white people" is a very loose term given that the US government defines white as anyone of European and 
Middle Eastern decedent.  
 
A backdoor away from all this affiliation with racism would be for students to form a club based on their national heritage rather 
than skin color. Such as an Irish Student Club or a French Student Club that promotes their ancestral heritage and culture.  
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I agree. In principal if there's a Black Student Union or Asian Student Union then they should allow a White Student 
Union too. However every group like this that I see almost always has a racist element associated with it while the other 
groups are more about advancing underrepresented groups. White students are definitely not underrepresented and this 
guy that is trying to form the club seems really really shady.  
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558 Fans  
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There are Asian, Latino/Hispanic and Black Student unions on college campuses throughout this Country with little or no outcry. 
Why all the noise because a group of White students want to form their own group? 
 
What say you???  
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Looks like racism towards Whites is well spoken for by many on this site. But then, it is the Huffington Post. If the University's 
criteria states, "No White Student Unions", then so be it. But I don't believe it states that anywhere. So perhaps you anti-White 
people should contact the University to suggest some editing of their Student Union requirements. Good luck.  
1916431: Looks like racism towards Whites is well spoken for by 
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It called freedom, they have the right to express themselves. Your personal objection doesnt make it wrong. 
 
Anything to the contrary is nothing more than discrimination.....  
Angry_Citizen: It called freedom, they have the right to express themselves. 
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Argue with a fool and you'll become one...  
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Why doesn't the huffington post has a segment called white voices? Same situation...  
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Based on all your comments here, you are clearly racist towards Whites. Deny all you like. Why do those non-Whites 
that immigrate here from other countries qualify for Affirmative Action. (other than Asians)? Because Affirmative Action is 
blatant racism towards Whites. Just like University quotas are. (also racist towards Asians) This White Student Union 
thing shouldn't even be an issue. Towson should have some courage and state, "NO WHITE STUDENT UNION". 
Quite simple. Towson's unwritten Student Union policy is blatant racism towards Whites.  
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Good luck! Been there, done that with this poster.  
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Non-whites from other countries? Guess what? The "Indians" did not land here in the 15th century and discover 
tribes of Caucasians.  
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Oh, let these snot-nosed, whiny children of privilege have their white student union. I bet the black student union will even invite 
them over for a $10 a point game of horse.  
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Wow, so what you are saying is because they are white (as opposed to the other students of ethnicity) they are "snot-
nosed, whiny children of privlidge"? 
 
And what was the $10 dollar game of horse supposed to mean? 
 
That kind of rhetoric is exactly what keeps racism and animosity alive..... 
 
Well done!  
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i bet you're white  
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Thank you. Always nice to hear from a fan.  
oberonkenobi: Thank you. Always nice to hear from a fan. 
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ZaphodBeebz 
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11:06 AM on 10/07/2012  
Yeah, no doubt. Obviously they wouldn't invite them to a debate, or anything at all that requires intelligence, for that 
matter. On second thought, maybe they would; they're just too stupid to know better.  
ZaphodBeebz: Yeah, no doubt. Obviously they wouldn't invite them to a 
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Look at the history of white only groups to see what they became.  
patjsb3043: Look at the history of white only groups to see 
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You mean like the New Black Panther Party? The guys guarding the polls with their batons in '08? Those guys?  
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there is going to be a race war if Obama gets in or if he doesn't get in.  
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So being white is a stigmatized category now? This is surely news to me. Can somebody please explain????  
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It's stupid to not allow this. Does the school only promote "good" diversity?  
Why not honeslty expose students to different points of view and foster debate. 
 
There is a reason that Universtiy Speech Codes never win, when challenged it court.  
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Exactly. This is a public government funded school. Ther plans for a lawsuit are in progress as we speak. :-)  
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Towson is 68% white. If you want to promote diversity a white student union is definitely not the way to do it.  
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I don't want to promote anything, just pointing out the Univ are being hypocrits and should be enabling debate.   
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The majority doesn't need to celebrate itself- the majority culture is, by definition, the predominant culture. Celebrating "white 
heroes" and "white history" and "white culture" is exclusionary, because the vast majority of heroes, history, and culture in the 
United States is white people. By adding the "white" classifier, the only thing accomplished is the exclusion of minority groups. 
 
Celebrating exclusion is celebration of supremacy.  
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everybody is offended by something 
http://youtu.be/-hQvAHx-Dio  
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Acceptance of a student Union at a public University based on race is racist, and won't fly in court.  
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02:15 PM on 09/14/2012  
ooo ok now that I watched the video I am bit concerned for a couple reasons- 
a. the Confederate flag picture- That's very umm tacky and tasteless to take that picture outside of MLK Jr.'s church.  
b. the "foundations of the country" remark by Heimbach- This statement implies that other races weren't instrumental in the 
founding of this country and only furthers the divide of races.  
Ultimately, I'm just as American as anyone else but it's hard to feel so patriotic and proud of that when I hear statements like these 
that dress up racism with patriotism.  
c. the group adviser resigning and his remarks- While he didn't expressly say that the group's purpose was hatred, he also failed to 
distance the group from extremism.  
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Part 2  
I say all this to say as long as all racial groups are being respected by BOTH groups, this shouldn't be a problem. I hope the 
White Student Union and the Black Student Union come together and have some sort of co-event. My university has some sort of 
Diversity Day thing where all the cultural groups (including the Black Student Union, the Italian Students Organization, the Hellenic 
Society, the Islamic Society, etc.) come together for a day-long event featuring speakers, food, and i think there might be a dance 
too (I've only been to the food part lol). Anyway, something like this would be a great opportunity for the White Student Union to 
be involved and show that their group is in fact about celebration of a race as opposed to the degradation of others.  
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Part 1 
It's a fine line between being proud of one's race and being an extremist and a racist and it's a line which many black student 
unions teeter on as well. However, once I take a deep breath and think a bit, I'm not really bothered with the idea of a White 
Student Union. People get a little touchy about everything racial nowadays. It's typically the elephant in the room and it'll stay that 
way until people really begin listening to each other instead of just talking. Saying "white" and "pride" in the same sentence tends to 
invoke images of Hitler and the KKK which of course I understand and that is my first thought as well. However, I'm really 
working on trying to change that mindset. Yes, there are extremists of every race, creed, gender, etc. but at the end of the day, if I 
can be proud of being black or more importantly be proud of the inherent culture and history that accompanies my blackness, than 
another person can damn sure be proud of their race and so on and so forth. Overall, I don't want to be proud of my race at 
another race's expense and unfortunately, that's what has happened time and time again in history but I believe that rationale is 
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starting to change. Diversity is about celebrating EVERYONE so celebrate.  
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Nice post!!  
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uQl5aYhkF3E  
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""They think they are a parallel comparison to the Black Student Union," Collins said. "In my observation in American society and 
history, I don't know if white students have been discriminated against or denied access to intuitions [sic]. This is a predominantly 
white institution. I don't understand why they have to [form.]" 
 
This man should have said most White students have NOT been discriminated against or denied access to intuitions. Why start a 
group praising White heroes when you've done that every day of the week for CENTURIES? I guess White people are getting 
intimidated by the fact that this country is becoming more and more diverse. LOL...  
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Are you inferring that diversity is anything but white? White people are not part of a diverse community and don't have 
issues they may want to discuss?  
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diverse in the sense of race......  
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White people may have issues they want to discuss, but discrimination is not an issue for White people. Most 
races laugh when Whites proclaim they are being discriminated against. They are one of the main races that 
discriminiate against others...  
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It's hard to get over how hypocritical liberal Huffpo users are on this subject.  
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It's unsurprising though.  
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Matthew Heimbach needs to feel our love. Otherwise he'll always be this way.  
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Love? Look at all the hate being hurled at him by liberals here.  
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Heimbach will always be what way? Favoring equal rights for all? Hopefully. You, Heather, need our love.  
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If you are offended by "cracker" or "honkie" you have some awfully thin skin.  
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If I said the same thing about the n-word or the slang for the n-word, I would be derided as a racist.  
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Yes you would.  That word is about 1000x more offensive than cracker or honkie.  Why, you would be derided 
as a racist just for suggesting they are equal to the n-word.  
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I would never say the n word but it seems okay when we get called names  
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Years ago, when Caucasians truly were the majority of the population in practically every place in America, I wouldn't have seen 
a need for a Caucasian or Euro-American group on any campus. Times have changed, however, and any group that is a 
"minority" should be allowed to have a place where they can socialize with others similar to them. At one of the universities I 



attended I was the only Caucasian student in a cluster consisting of about 90% Latino students. Others I know had similar 
experiences here in California, a state where Caucasians are no longer the majority ............  
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12:16 AM on 09/12/2012  
i have several mixed relatives and friends, Can they join this group to combat the horrible name calling of "honkie" and "cracker" 
or do you have to be "pure" white to join? Thank God the discrimination issues in this university campus haven't elevated to 
beatings for being white in a mostly predominantly white university. BTW, who's doing this horrible name calling and how, if the 
group is form, does it plan on combating it?  
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Evidently these students skipped history during their pre college years. There are quite a few White heroes in there. Open one up 
some day.  
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MOST "heroes" in U.S. history books are WHITE! 
 
"White pride" students do not like the TYPE of white person that they are studying. They want to learn about 
conservatives who believe in "states rights", oppose welfare and big gov't! 
 
They want to read about white men like Strom Thurmond fighting for "states rights" to keep race segregation/Jim Crow -- 
 
 
they don't want to read about white men like Pres. LBJ who passed the 1964 Voting Rights Act (permitting MOST 
blacks in the U.S. to vote, since, at that time, most blacks lived in the Jim Crow South). 
 
The "white pride" ilk certainly don't want to read about whites like John Brown who died (alongside his white sons) trying 
to start an insurrection of black slaves.  
 
They don't want to read about whites like Pres. Thomas Jefferson who owned slaves, had conflicting feelings about 
slavery, AND had a 12 to 15 year old enslaved CHILD as his lover (which makes him a pedophile rapist IMO). 
 
No! "Multiculturalism" -- valuing ALL cultures, not just "Western" white cultures -- and "diversity" is BAD and 
LIBERAL. 
 
Should I believe that ALL white conservatives are racists who love ONLY all things white and NEVER want to see a 
black/brown person anywhere -- whether its a history book, in front of a classroom or in the White House? 
 
There should be at least SOME white conservatives who see this "white pride" nonsense for the RACISM that it is and 
oppose it based on that fact.  
timwiserocks: MOST "heroes" in U.S. history books are WHITE! "White pride" 
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Really?!  
 
So to you, does diversity or multiculturalism mean everybody but white? I only ask because that's the feeling I got 
from reading your post.  
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You seem to really hate White people.  
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This reminds me of all the people who complain that there's a B.E.T. ("Why can't white people have their own channel?") or 
people who complain about historical black colleges ("Why do blacks get their own colleges?") Newsflash: 99% of t.v. shows 
have predominately white characters, and white actors and actresses do not have a history of oppression and discrimination in the 
entertainment business and that is why B.E.T. was created in the first place. Also, historical black college does not mean blacks 
only college. White people can attend any historical black college they want, but guess what? They don't.  
 
The same explanation could be said for minority groups. White people don't have a history of racial oppression and discrimination 
in this country, so minorities get together and discuss the issues that affect them. White people are welcome to join these groups, 
but guess what? They don't. White people can watch B.E.T. all they want, but guess what? They don't. So why complain about 
it?  
MissIndependentLady: This reminds me of all the people who complain that 
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I don't think you're correct in asserting that 99% have predominantly White audiences. Did you also stop to consider that 
you sound like a hypocrite yourself, just like the Towson rep? No one seems to have a problem with a Student Union for 
every other group but one is started for White people and everyone becomes irate? Why are liberals so hypocritical?  
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I'm not being critical. Stuff like this is done to create controversy and that is it. That's a fact.  
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The purpose of these racial/cultural student groups is to give those students 1) a sense of pride in themselves and 
2) a support group at a place where the majority is white (increasing the chances of being discriminated against). 
Please do not forget that the white/anglo-saxon people have mistreated (to say the least) cultures that was 
anything but their own. Please educate yourself about the struggle of people who belong to these groups - these 
same people who today are called racist slurs, denied access to life changing opportunities all because of their 
race. 
 
A white student union is completely indicative of the desire of fearful whites to return things to 'normal' - a white 
dominated America.  
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So you're saying that the prerequisite for forming a group is some historical racial oppression and no one else deserves to 
have a group? White people don't have issues that affect them they might want to discuss? 
 
As you think whites don't attend historically black colleges, why do you think that is?  
PleaseThinkBefore: So you're saying that the prerequisite for forming a group 
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That's exactly the point. Why would you feel a need to socialize with a particular group if you have mainstream 
access to socialization in the first place? If I lived in an area that had people just like me, it would redundant and 
pointless to join a group all about preserving or supporting my identity? 
Creating a white student union in a place or environment where it is not needed is still within a white students' 
rights because it's their idea however it begs the question, why they are feeling so insecure, unappreciated or 
threatened and what kinds of "white issues" they need to discuss?  
Most of the time it is to simply complain about diversity, pluralism and lament on how the social and economic 
problems of our country are largely caused or influenced by the actions of minorities, and not about how to 
embrace their culture, be positive and empowering, and seek alliances with all kinds of people to achieve justice 
and equality.  
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"Especially the female members who have heard 'cracker' and 'honkie,' 
 
 
I thought those derisive terms went out in the 70's 
when most of us black folk were still in our little cocoons... peeking out.... 
and truth be told....  somewhat intimidated....  
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I'm a white guy and I agree with you.  "Honkie"?  What alternative reality is that little group of white supremacists living 
in?  
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Probably the same alternative reality that 50% of this country that called them selves liberal lived in when they 
believed george zimmerman called travon martin a coon a slur that went out of fashion about 80 years ago.  
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You're a White supremacist if you don't like racial slurs being hurled at you? What a lunatic.  
JessCostello: You're a White supremacist if you don't like racial slurs 
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Dress me up for battle, But all I want is peace!  
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Start your own group. If the Univ says you are not breaking any rules.  
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ConnieDr 
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04:59 PM on 09/11/2012  
There's a special organization for every group EXCEPT the white person, so why not let this group form? Obama's done such a 
GREAT job of dividing this country into different groups, so its only fitting for this one to pop up too!  
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Maybe because they're the only race that wasn't historically oppressed and discriminated against.  
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Historically White people have been opressed, enslaved and discriminated against, just like everyone else. Not to 
mention the fact that many student groups from more recent immigrant communities can hardly claim they are or 
were recently the subject of descrimination.  
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Lets face it folks we live in a racist country in a racist society and it isn't going to change.  
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An article today says the poor are getting poorer and the rich are getting richer. It kicks the message from the reps. that 
corporations need more tax relief. Under Romney, we will see a tax increase to those making under 40,000.. hitting the 
middle class. The rich and corporations have seen their incomes go up 275%, the middle class stays the same so shipping 
jobs overseas helps the rich.. Adelson will see a 2000% return on his investment as Mitt plans to keep the 15% on 
corporate dividends, make a permanent tax exempt on profits made overseas which would give Adelson a 2.3 billion 
dollar return on his investment.. Romney intends to eliminate the estate tax, homeowners tax and donations to charity, and 
the Afford. Care Act...which will cost everyone $2,000 more if killed.,He is giving more to the rich and taking away tax 
deductions for the poor making them poorer.. will the middle class ever get a break? I see nothing wrong with taxing the 
corporations on the second million they make...Obama is not even touching the first million. They live and make their 
money on the backs of the middle class and yet ship their jobs overseas, put their money in foreign banks as Romney 
does and they still cry. The rich get richer...but just how poor does the poor have to get before someone realizes, without 
the middle class spending, we will never prosper.  
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04:26 PM on 09/11/2012  
After reading through this thread, I support the decision to create a White Student Union. I personally doubt that it will become a 
hotbed of radical activity. Instead I think it will serve as a place of peace and respite for white students who may wish to discuss 
Ernest Hemingway while eating a cheeseburger and listening to country music. In the White Student Union they will be free to do 
so without being subject to the nagging and yammering of others who wish to criticize their choices in literature, food, music, 
movies, fashion, etc. and find 'racism' in every comment or action no matter how innocuous.  
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Although I do not see his purpose, but ok if that's what he feels he needs to do to feel good about his race and self! He needs to 
remember whites have always created wealth and living good with little to no effort so in the eyes of people this seems like a hate 
group being created due to the extended privleage whites have always had, they fear no predjudice they create fear for others and 
other races such as this medi oaker troubled person.  
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"He needs to remember whites have always created wealth" 
 
That's right, we 'create'. 
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"such as this medi oaker troubled person." 
 
I can't quite believe that I am reading this...  
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Does the "white student group" welcome gay whites or is it one of "those" white groups?  
Sounds like the far right branch of the Young Republicans.  
environmentalista: Does the "white student group" welcome gay whites or is 
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union_n_1870496_186040478.html 
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Yes, I heard that gay whites are welcome.  
HeatherPierce: Yes, I heard that gay whites are welcome. 
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Interesting.  I'm surprised.  Thanks for the info.  
environmentalista: Interesting. &nbsp;I'm surprised. &nbsp;Thanks for the info. 
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bananajack 
0 Fans  
10:25 PM on 09/13/2012  
"held public displays against Islam, same-sex marriage and multicultural education."  
Yeah, I'm sure the gays can feel the warm glow of their fellow white citizens as they hold hands and sing 
"Kumbaya."  
bananajack: "held public displays against Islam, same-sex marriage and multicultural education." 
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brmcaa 
0 Fans  
03:13 PM on 09/11/2012  
His FB page has the words "Islam sucks" plastered on it along with multiple confederate flags  



brmcaa: His FB page has the words "Islam sucks" plastered on 
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You expected a nut like that to have puppies and sunshine on his FB page?  
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So he has already proven that it will not be a white student union discussing events that pertain to whites but a club that 
will foster hate. Yeah more of that is needed (sarcasm).  
Queena: So he has already proven that it will not be 
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It's designed to bring attention to the issues, discussions and points of view that aren't readily available in the typical classroom on 
liberal colleges run by left-wing loonies." 
A US Rep. said this????? 
Better to attend one of the 13 god affiliated schools in the slide show. Then you can be educated by right wing certifiable loonies. 
You can also minor in hatred and intolerance.  
environmentalista: It's designed to bring attention to the issues, discussions and 
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I'm inclined to support Mr Heimbach to have his White club. I'm just unclear what it will accomplish. My experience with college 
ethnic or minority clubs has been that 50% of the time is devoted to food, 20% to pop culture, 20% to the language (if different 
from English), and the remainder to volunteering and community service. It's not clear to me what White food, White pop culture 
or White language is. It wouldn't be bad, though, if the White club ends up being a volunteering and community service club, like 
Leo or the Rotary club.  
wfang173: I'm inclined to support Mr Heimbach to have his White 
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Like poster CAMBEL wrote; 
"The kids that form these White Groups never seem to discuss the difference in Sweedish cooking vs. German, or learn 
about Polish folk tales and early French wedding ceremonies, the study of old Celtic languages or shifts in culture over 
time in Europe. 
 
The kids who start these White Groups seem to spend a lot of time putting out flyers and attacking OTHER groups, or 
actions." 
 
Somehow, i think most of their time is going to be spent, not looking at different white cultures, but being disgusted with 
everything else non-white.  
carmenalex: Like poster CAMBEL wrote; "The kids that form these White 
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I agree. When I was in high school I was offended that there was an African american club, Latino club, Asian 
club, and a Jewish club, but no "Caucasian" club. I failed to understand that "white" does not define any particular 
culture. If I could go back, I would have seen if any other students were of Swedish heritage to start a Swedish 
club. "White" does not define a culture or heritage and is mostly used as a vessel for prejudice.  
Popopnano: I agree. When I was in high school I was 
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I teach at a university where many of the students are Polish. Poles are Caucasian. Not sure where I am going with this. 
There wouldn't be an issue with a Polish club.  
 
And it's not like the club is a White Supremacist Club, right? Unless is this club only accepting WASPs, which is the 
stereotypical definition of white. Then you've got something like the Klan.  
cobelli: I teach at a university where many of the students 
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Exactly! A polish club would be celebrating that culture ,it just so happens they are mostly caucasians and there is 
nothing wrong with that... That is exactly my point... Good way to put it :)  
Claudia_Zayas: Exactly! A polish club would be celebrating that culture ,it 
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Doesn't matter what color your skin is.  
Anonymous_Conservative: Doesn't matter what color your skin is. 
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02:07 PM on 09/11/2012  
How about 50 yrs of discrimination, the only demographic not elgible for minorty loans are white males. Only one member of 
Congress voted against as it is discrimitory. Why with 40 yrs of experience should a white male be passed over for someone that 
qualifies for a minority hire at the age of 24. It is time for affirmitive action to expire  
Hammer0311: How about 50 yrs of discrimination, the only demographic not 
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Go ahead form your group. This will do what for the college campus?  
Carolyn_Forte: Go ahead form your group. This will do what for 
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What exactly is "white" pride as the term "white" can be used for any caucasian which includes the vast majority of eastern, 
western europe or north america, australia new zealand etc. How similar are these people other than what colour of skin they 
have? Do the french have the exact same culture as the English?  
 
I also have a problem with the usage of "black" instead of African American as to say that all "black" people are the same or share 
the same culture is not true.  
 
More importantly, what exactly is the "American" culture (if there is one) ?  
dior12: What exactly is "white" pride as the term "white" can 
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"I also have a problem with the usage of "black" instead of African American" 
 
African American is just a politically correct term that tries to associate a race with a continent that most modern people 
are so far removed from that they have no clue to what African culture is. What about the people whose roots are from 
the Caribbean? If your Family immigrated to the U.S. from Cuba, the Dominican Republic, Jamaica, or any other number 
of places where there are black people, how should they be referred to? That is the problem with separating people into 
groups, no group of people no matter the color of their skin is homogeneous and people should be treated as individuals, 
not some faceless member of a group. I myself look and identify as Caucasian but the truth is I am actually 25% Choctaw 
Indian. How should I be identified?  
dad4lifesl: "I also have a problem with the usage of "black" 
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They are referred to as black hispanics and very proud of both cultures :)  
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I understand where you are coming from, but I wonder, why African-American? Why not just "American" period. If the 
person is born is Africa fine, but if you're born here, you're not African. If a white person is born in Africa, but moves to 
the U.S, wouldn't they be African-American?  
carmenalex: I understand where you are coming from, but I wonder, 
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Well i said that because I think African-Americans have their own identity from just being Americans. The same 
can be said for Italian Americans, Chinese Americans etc..   
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I've heard this argument before from fellow white folks who think they're being witty. What they fail to realize is that every day is 
white pride day, every day is white history month, and there really isn't a need for it. Someone called you cracker? Oh boo hoo. 
That you even for a second think that's anywhere CLOSE to the n-word (or retard, or female slurs) shows how coddled your life 
has been. Someone called you mildly offensive name. The last movie you went to, was it about a white male lead? That you 
consider this to be your heritage "under attack" shows how little adversity you've faced in life. It isn't that you want Western 
Civilization's contributions recognized, it's that you want those contributions glorified to the exclusion of all other civilizations, with 
no room for critique or challenge. Enjoy your slippery slope.  
iAnonymous: I've heard this argument before from fellow white folks who 
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explain to me what you think the word "cracker" means?  
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He was the Overseer that Cracked the Whip ! 
And it started with the TownFolks calling them that  
Not the Slaves 
is one thought.... 
 
 
 
 
Another etymology is that  
As early as the 1760s, this term was in use by the upper class planters in the British North American colonies to 
refer to Scots-Irish and English settlers in the south, most of whom were descendants of English bond servants. 
 
A letter to the Earl of Dartmouth reads: 
 
"I should explain to your Lordship what is meant by Crackers; a name they have got from being great 
boasters; they are a lawless set of rascalls on the frontiers of Virginia, Maryland, the Carolinas, and 
Georgia, who often change their places of abode. 
 
 
 Frederick Law Olmsted, a prominent landscape architect from Connecticut, visited the South as a journalist in 
the 1850s and wrote that "some crackers owned a good many Negroes, and were by no means so poor as 
their appearance indicated.  
LeftLeanWing: He was the Overseer that Cracked the Whip !<br>And it 
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Seems as if, historically speaking, it has something to do with "cracking whips." So, even the perjorative indicates 
an imbalance of power between the races. My comment still holds. Someone calls you a mildly offensive name 
(not on par with the n-word) and you get all butt hurt about it.   
iAnonymous: Seems as if, historically speaking, it has something to do 
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They can form the group if they want, but just an observation. 
 
I notice that the other groups formed on the basis of sex, gender, or color, etc... all seem to be about networking, socializing, etc... 
 
The kids that form these White Groups never seem to discuss the difference in Sweedish cooking vs. German, or learn about 
Polish folk tales and early French wedding ceremonies, the study of old Celtic languages or shifts in culture over time in Europe. 
 
The kids who start these White Groups seem to spend a lot of time putting out flyers and attacking OTHER groups, or actions. 
 
Just a guess, this group will NOT be discussing how similar perogi's in Poland are to Blini's in Russia. They will use this group to 
attack Title 9 and Affirmative action programs.  
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Exactly. There is no need for that kind of group for networking/socializing. You wanna go join the French club, go do it. 
Join the Polish club? Fine. Hell, join a bagpipe band, or learn some craft from your Western heritage. Go nuts. THAT 
would be about socializing and networking. But the kids who are attracted to these things are none too bright and not too 
fond of the ol' critical thinking skills, so learning something constructive or challenging just isn't in the cards for them. I 
mean, when I read "loony left professors," all I hear is "I didn't come to class, I did a crap job on my assignments, and my 
professor gave me a bad grade, but instead of accepting responsibility for my actions, I blame my professor."  
iAnonymous: Exactly. There is no need for that kind of group 
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That is a fantastic point.  
carmenalex: That is a fantastic point. 
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Student groups are formed because people of color feel racially isolated (read surrounded by white people) and their looking for 
support, because believe it or not, being surrounded by white people, all day, every day can be a little depressing when you're a 
person of color. If white folks want to get an idea of what this feels like, then I suggest going down to the colored end of town and 
spending the day there, or go to an all black night club, or grocery store or school and hang out for a while. That feeling you get 
that you're "different" or you "don't belong" is the feeling I'm talking about. More importantly for white folks, you have a choice to 
leave, for people of color... we don't have a choice... everything else is almost all white, especially on college campuses. So you 
see, white students already have a white student group... It's called America. Why would a white person need support on being 
white at a predominantly white school, in a predominantly white town, in a white state, in a majority white country? Geez... talk 
about spiking the ball in the end-zone.  
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I'm betting membership will decline once these goofs realize that it's going to be difficult to get laid when the co-eds think you're a 
weirdo.  
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That doesn't stop the chess club.  
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so being white makes you a weirdo? the racism is already beginning.  
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No, but being a paranoid white male harboring delusions that you need to preach to the U.S. population about 
"white heroes" and the "contributions of Western civilization" (aren't those matters already taught in K-12 
history/science/social studies classes?) certainly does. 
 
Sure sounds a lot like Matt Hale to me . . . .  
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10:16 PM on 09/16/2012  
From your posts you sound like you are already a member of a "white pride" group, 
maybe you could give him pointers.  
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44 Fans 
   
10:27 AM on 09/11/2012  
Why not, it's okay for a black student group, Hispanic and Asian student group, but not a White student group. If people want to 
be all equal, then why not allow a white student group. It seems to me that people are still caught up on the racism issue and not 
realize that everyone should be entitled to their own groups., Fair is fair  
Xoubuo: Why not, it's okay for a black student group, Hispanic 
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Somebody make me a sandwich!  
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11:57 AM on 09/12/2012  
They have their own groups already. You never heard of the Aryan Brotherhood or the Klan?  
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With tancredo as their spokesman how could they be anything but brilliant?  
teatwerp: With tancredo as their spokesman how could they be anything 
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boscobear 
248 Fans  
10:17 AM on 09/11/2012  
Colleges have rules for forming student organizations and as long as this organization meets these rules, then it should be allowed 
to become a group. While there may be initial interest in formng a group, staying a group is really hard and many fade away after 
the initial interested members graduate, leave, etc.  
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Do we need to explain why this is a horrible idea?  
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You can try, but it wouldn't matter. In America some whites really feel threatened enough to think 13% black 
representation is equal to their 67%.  
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Yes, last I checked there were plenty of African American and Latino groups like this. If anything this is helping to blur 
racial lines instead of dividing them.  
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It really isn't. How do you figure this is helping to blur racial lines?   
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I think that we all could see this coming eventually. I support the idea of any race supporting their own race, as long as the group 
is respectful to all other races. There is a perception that the scales have tipped and that being Caucasian is considered to be a 
detriment to college recruitment, scholarships, social groups, etc. In the 80's our local university moved American students out of 
dorms, giving the dorm rooms to foreign and minority students. This cost the families of the American students a fortune, as they 
had to obtain housing on the open market for thier children. I know this for a fact as I was one of those parents. I understand 
discrimination, it has never been right, but if we deny the white students the right to form a union, are we not discriminating against 
them? This is a tough call, and I am torn over this matter. Can anyone out there set forth their ideas without denigrating any other 
position?  
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Can you provide a source to back up your claims?  
Acert: Can you provide a source to back up your claims? 
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10:19 PM on 09/16/2012  
Since when are minorities not considered Americans? I think you are less concerned about 
college, and more concerned about whites becoming the minority in America, and you not being 
"the majority" anymore.  
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I tried to be respectful in my post as I know that this is a sensitive topic, I never said that minorities were not 
Americans.  I said "giving the rooms to foreign and minority students".  Since the question was about the right to 
form a white student union, I was trying to show that any ethnic group should be entitled.  There was a time when 
it would have been disgraceful for whites to band together as those groups were there to spread hate.  Is that still 
true?  Are colleges going to be equal in allowing ethnic clubs or should all groups be banned?  I don't know the 
answer as I have not been a college student for almost 50 years.      
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Here's a quote from Towon University's Black Student union page. "We are here to challenge and encourage black intellect and 
to provide programming that gives non black students insight into the black experience." That doesn't sound like the same thing. 
http://www.towson.edu/bsu/Home.html  
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Where is a picture of this Matthew Heimbach? Is he a skin-head?  
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Where are the pictures of all the Blacks and Latino groups like this? Would you assume them just as racist?  
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No, I wouldn't, and this is really getting out of hand. My experience has taught me that White Pride groups are 
suspect, that is all. I would be concerned that they might attract members of the KKK or Neo-Nazis or people 
with a similar mind-set. Why have a group just so you can exclude people? That isn't very friendly.  
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If this had been the UK we would have been banned from having any kind of white only group as this would be classified as 
raciest yet there are dozens of afro/caribean/polish you name it specialists groups which exist and I have no problem with. This is a 
case of the vast majority of the original anglo saxon British population being treated not as second class citizens yet not far short in 
case we upset all the immigrants we have had over the last 50 years or so.It would be nice if the we could all be treated as equals 
but at the moment there seems to be too much positive discrimination in support of the dozens of the various ethnic groups that 
have emerged in the UK  
superdipstick: If this had been the UK we would have been 
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Western civilization credited with law? That's just retarded. Laws existed long before it came into existence. Smh  
Anthony_Barnes: Western civilization credited with law? That's just retarded. Laws existed 
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04:56 AM on 09/11/2012  
I hate groups that are set up on the basis of race because they all assume that just because people share a certain skin colour that 
we must all share certain cultural values and heritages. Skin colour does not define a person. Assuming it does is as patently 
absurd as assuming that everyone on the Internet is American. 
 



White pride is just like any other pride based on race, religion or culture: it's often promoted as expressing pride in one's identity 
but it's actually nothing more than a collection of bigots united only by their fear and hatred of other groups.  
 
The fact that Matthew Heimbach tried to set up a group that rants against multi-culturalism, same sex relationships and Muslims 
proves that he's not interested in white pride but just another racist bigot.  
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Bottom line, there is only one way to be truly equal and that is if everyone is treated equally, right? Well, for that to truly happen 
we either need to take away -ALL- the black-only, latino-only, minority-only support groups, hiring quotas (They still exist in 
some companies), college funds, DREAM acts...-EVERYTHING- designed to elevate 'minorities' above 'whites' as far as 
privilege... 
 
...or 'whites' need to be allowed to create the exact same 'special privilege' organizations as the minorities. 
 
Otherwise, all we really have is anti-white prejudice and outright discrimination, based on some perceived injustices half a century 
or more in the past.  
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Not just in the past but I see your point. I don't think you'll be able to get any traction on that though. Why? Minorities 
like Blacks and Latinos tend to need more help. All you have to do is look at their economic status as groups in 
comparison to say,Whites and Asians, to figure that out.  
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quite excellent post indeed... very well written and you hit all the major points I felt were important...  
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Let him have his little play group. What's the worst thing that could happen?  
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Bingo.  
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maybe it will turn into the white panthers.  
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Just another example of "NO! NO! Only Minorities can do that!" 
 
Guess what folks: that's not equality. Anyone who is against this, is against the truest definition of equality. Treating -
EVERYONE- equally.  
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Too bad we can't all be as naive or stu-pid as you are.  
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firstcougar1 
Not what you think . . .  
3848 Fans  
03:04 AM on 09/11/2012  
Excellent post - this is just an excuse to display their racism in a so-called legitimate manner. They are not discriminated 
against as white people, never have been but we will soon be the minority.  
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03:16 AM on 09/11/2012  
So, it's ok for one group of people to react to certain negative stimuli, because it happens a lot more and there's a lot 
fewer of them, but when members of the larger group have the same things happen to them, suddenly they have to accept 
it and can't react because it doesn't happen quite as often? 
 
Ladies and gentlemen, I present to you the -true- attitude behind Political Correctness. Vengeance. "We want you to 
suffer what we suffered on the way up."  
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He needs to be afforded the same rights and privileges that the black, chinese, Hispanic, etc. groups are. There is a need to have 
his group because he thinks it's needed. Who is to say he can't have the same thing the other students are having? If the college 
won't let him he needs to sue.  
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Nazi in cargo shorts...  
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Using that type of analogy, MECha are nazi wannabes in brown, unclean pants.  
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So what if they want a white pride group.  
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Shouldn't be a problem.  
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I suppose if Hispanics can have La Raza, the white students could call their group The Race. Look where we are getting. The 
steady march toward ethnic politics is underway.  
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Balkanization of the U.S.  
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Fueled by the hypocrisy of Political Correctness.  
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With the failed Youth for Western Civilization organization under his belt and only 17 students interested in joining this group, it 
doesn't sound like Matt has much of a following on campus. And it's hard to imagine that the 13% of non-white undergraduates at 
Towson University have created an environment "that is hostile toward white students" to the point where this type of "support 
network" is needed. I'm not against these groups forming, but the university should definitely keep an eye on students with extreme 
views that might cause problems.  
 
As a recent grad, I miss college already. It was such a fun, diverse atmosphere. It's a shame that some students aren't 
experiencing and embracing that kind of great learning environment.  
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He might have more of a following than you think. White people are more worried about being called a racist than 
anything else. I am confident, however, that that position will change very soon.  
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well said - fanned  
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Heimbach is a racist and a xenophobe, and it would be dangerous to give his group some legitimacy as it would set a precedent. 
However, I do not hold out hope that they will not eventually establish a toe hold in one of these universities as some wacko judge 
will side with them as soon as they set up court action. What is left is for the general public to be vigilant. 
I admire his desire to study and spread information about Western Civilization but it behooves him to study all of Western 
Civilization and not edit it to suit him and his cohorts. There is more to Western Civilization than Charlemagne, Napoleon, Roman 
Empire and the like!  
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Creating a band aide because of his brothers oppressing him based on the mandates of capitalism.  
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"Especially the female members who have heard 'cracker' and 'honkie,' and nothing has ever come of it." 
 
Here's how you know he's lying. "Honkie" is the favorite racial epithet that white bigots like to claim blacks use against them when 
the truth is that it hasn't been used by black people since the 70's. It's just not part of the vocabulary of young people today and 
hasn't been for a very long time.  
 
The second canard is the false claim that they are trying to defend white womanhood from some unseen black threat. This was a 
favorite recruiting tactic of the Kl@n and is still in use by them today. Now I am not stating this guy has ties to them, but his 
methodology to recruit members to his proposed group is similar.  
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Agreed-- I was glad to hear the advisor pulled away from helping them in any way.  
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Spot on!  
catboycolo: Spot on! 
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Grandma knows best!  
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10:56 PM on 09/10/2012  
"So Facebook banned me for a day and took down the Towson University White Student Union page for 'hate speech,'" 
Heimbach wrote. "Funny enough, the Towson University Black Student Union page is still up.” 
 
There is no way this group will be a peaceful non-intrusive group because they're basing their start up on the wrong priorities. 
Black student groups intermingle with all the people and never try to hold themselves above and beyond any other group. 
Whereas this group's main priority is to emphasis white pride by teaching their members a reason to believe they are better than 
other groups and that will cause racial tension in the end. Since whites already have natural access to everything without prejudice, 
there is no need to have a separate group for them except to show a higher authority and superiority than the average white I 
would think. I wonder if that's what they really want to do!  
ebanks84: "So Facebook banned me for a day and took down 
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I've been things and seen places  
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10:52 PM on 09/10/2012  
So what if there is a white pride group? Your vehement opposition only creates more supporters/ sympathizers as no one likes 
hypocrites.  
White_Diamond: So what if there is a white pride group? Your 
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10:50 PM on 09/10/2012  
The funny thing about all of this, is that those who complain about black/latino/gay/etc...groups, don't even know the reason why 
those groups started up in the first place. All they see is the name of the group and start complaining.  
JaPoint: The funny thing about all of this, is that those 
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I stand 4 what I say.Not ur interpretation of it.  
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There are white chinese,White Dominicans,White Hindus,White Mexicans,White Japanese,White Arabs so this would actually be 
a diverse and interesting group.  
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This particular groups has some suspicious motives. However, what if a group of students of European origins wanted to form an 
organization for non-dubious reasons, simply because they enjoy & are proud of their heritage. Would that not be acceptable? Is 
it OK for white students to form specifically Italian, Greek, Polish, Swedish...American organizations but not OK for "mutt" 
European Americans? Just wondering.  
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Elizabeth Wilson11 
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10:18 PM on 09/10/2012  
Race is a social constucted thing --it is not an ethnicity or something that can be pinpointed...irish like me for example were not 
considered white til they had been in America for a certain length of time. People speak about race like it is science when in reality 
it is a prejudice skin colored way to segregate people.  
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THIS!  
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Cloaking Device Engaged  
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01:35 AM on 09/11/2012  
As a long-time history teacher, I apologize for the one-sided indoctrination you have received in your education. Try 
reading books other than what you are told to read. Explore and think outside the box. There is nothing wrong with 
differences, but not to acknowledge them is simply ignorance.  
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I have had a well rounded education  
Elizabeth_Wilson11: I have had a well rounded education 
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10:00 AM on 09/11/2012  
Genetically speaking race does not exist, at least not in the categories, which most people in the USA (including 
the federal government) consider to be races. The level of genetic variation within a "race" exceeds that between 
the "races."  
Acert: Genetically speaking race does not exist, at least not in 
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My problem with those "White Groups Clubs" is that they always want to deny other groups instead of learning more about their 
own specific heritage First, there is no continent called White so that is the comedy. There is a continent called Europe so white 
and European are equal at least for the US white person. You have the French club, where trips to France,etc are abound, you 
have the German club, with their German heritage so to say there are no clubs for Americans of European heritage is bogus. My 
experience with these white clubs as they are formed is that they, as an absolute rule, attempts universally to disenfranchise anyone 
not of their skin colour whiel speaking ill of groups they do not like, etc.  
On the other hand, the Latino students groups of many origins, tend to inform others of their history and heritage through language, 
cultural insights, etc without beign belligerant or forcing others to disrespect the greater community. Same with the Black Students 
Union, or group where the emphais is on education, reamifications of voting, etc gospel music enjoyment and learning more about 
the mothernland from which they were dragged from! Just saying!  
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What college-based white groups would that be?  
White_Diamond: What college-based white groups would that be? 
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Gee whiz, no reply yet? I'd say they aren't any and I'm a teacher.  
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The one you're reading about someone attempting to form and ones of similar ilk...or are you not a gud reeder?  
Knolan_Ryan: The one you're reading about someone attempting to form and 
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"My problem with those "White Groups Clubs" is that they always want to deny other groups instead of learning more 
about their own specific heritage" 
 
Which specific "White Groups Clubs" always want to deny other groups instead of learning about their own heritage? 
 
"On the other hand, the Latino students groups of many origins, tend to inform others of their history and heritage through 
language, cultural insights, etc without beign belligerant or forcing others to disrespect the greater community." 
 
How does MEChA fit this description?  
andreabeth7: "My problem with those "White Groups Clubs" is that they 
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I do not have in my possession any specific names. As stated, there is nothing wrong, per se, with any group 
wanting to showcase their cultural heritage under the legality of the US Constitution.  
S_Alleyne: I do not have in my possession any specific names. 
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Moderate political junkie.  
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The kid took a photo of himself holding a Confederate flag in front of Martin Luther King Jr's church in Montgomery. Pretty much 
says it all.  
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wow yes it does  
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link?  
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Good for him!  
laundrybrick: Good for him! 
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Heimbach spoke about celebrating Western Civilization in his prior organization - did he celebrate the contributions of women and 
minority groups to Western Civilization? Does Western Civilization in his mind only include Whites? 
 
I think it's best to ignore such obvious insecurity and racial fear. His views are not the way of the future.  
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Maya Papaya 9 
14 Fans  
10:16 PM on 09/10/2012  
beautifully said  
Maya_Papaya_9: beautifully said 
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inthedesert 
Those who never question will fall for anything.  
864 Fans  
07:16 PM on 09/10/2012  
Perfectly reasonable thing to do considering that Anglos no longer count for anything in America. BO has forgotten about us and 
his dear black supporters too. It's amazing that he once proclaimed that "latinos are America's future". God help America.  
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10:08 PM on 09/10/2012  
never challenge liberal doctrine they are all knowing and always right.  
Mr_College: never challenge liberal doctrine they are all knowing and always 
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Army Kid, world traveler, defender of the people  
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12:53 AM on 09/11/2012  
White paranoia in regard to potentially losing skin privilege is a fascinating and sad thing to behold.  
salesdude: White paranoia in regard to potentially losing skin privilege is 
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Argue with a fool and you'll become one...  
77 Fans  
06:40 PM on 09/10/2012  
The whole world belongs to you and you want a white student union too? WTF?! If you ask me sounds like an excuse to spread 
white supremacist ideas! Why would you need a white student union? What benefits would it bring you? You want to study your 
white heroes? Read a history book! That's all there is there! Whites! This is ridiculous! smdh This is like having a barbie doll and 
wanting a cotton filled doll because the daughter of the maid looks like she's having more fun with her doll than you are with your 
barbie!  
Claudia_Zayas: The whole world belongs to you and you want a 
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7 Fans  
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The fact that you think the whole world belongs to white people shows YOUR inherent bias and bigotry against white 
people.  
PleaseThinkBefore: The fact that you think the whole world belongs to 
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Argue with a fool and you'll become one...  
77 Fans  
08:06 PM on 09/10/2012  
WHAT?! So it doesn't? You are going to deny that white people are born with a institutionalized privilege in 
America? Are you freaking kidding me? Next thing you know I'm going to read you think there is no racism in 



America LOL  
Claudia_Zayas: WHAT?! So it doesn't? You are going to deny that 
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MUST READ: What Black Men Think  
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No, actually what it shows is the truth that certain segments of society refuse to see. Instead of playing the victim, 
maybe you'll learn something. 
 
What bigotry, prey tell, have you experienced being a white person? Who discriminated against you on a job? 
When you walk into a store, how many people follow you or assume you are up to no good? How much do you 
think about your ethnicity when you travel about? I'll wait.  
Malaika_Angel: No, actually what it shows is the truth that certain 
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I agree with you Claudia. It is scary that he feels discriminated against and he cleary is not very aware of his white 
privilage in the world already.  
Elizabeth_Wilson11: I agree with you Claudia. It is scary that he 
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Some whites just don't get it smh Blacks and minorities started organizations because whites wouldn't allow them to mix with 
them! It is not the same! smdh  
Claudia_Zayas: Some whites just don't get it smh Blacks and minorities 
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10:46 PM on 09/10/2012  
Why should whites be forced to mix with blacks? Blacks aren't forced to mix with whites.  
White_Diamond: Why should whites be forced to mix with blacks? Blacks 
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Why is there anything wrong with being mixed? And yes blacks are forced to mix with whites or do they have 
schools for blacks ONLY? Why is mixing a bad thing, diversity is what makes America so great smh  
Claudia_Zayas: Why is there anything wrong with being mixed? And yes 
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Knowbetter 
Slowly I turned ...  
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Yes, they are, if they wish to succeed in business and society.  
Knowbetter: Yes, they are, if they wish to succeed in business 
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11:41 PM on 09/10/2012  
But what happens now when whites want to mix with them? I don't actually care about it too much, but if there is going to 
one racially exclusive club, then all races should be allowed to have them. This isn't the 60's anymore.  
VinceP98: But what happens now when whites want to mix with 
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Black, asian, latino latino student unions are NOT exclusive and never have been... They are created to advocate 
for the interests of certain groups that are misrepresented on campus and opportunities to celebrate their culture... 
Whites are always welcome to join so I don't see why everyone is getting the idea that a minority student union is 
exclusive for minorities that's just ignorance smh  
Claudia_Zayas: Black, asian, latino latino student unions are NOT exclusive and 
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Spiritual being not human doing  
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06:19 PM on 09/10/2012  
This is the sort of thing which happens when we veer too far in any direction. As a woman who went back to college in my early 
30s, I saw what was being taught and I know that Whites must feel attacked, as if their race is all evil. So it is a natural adjustment 
to an unnatural emphasis.  
Winter_Skye: This is the sort of thing which happens when we 
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Argue with a fool and you'll become one...  
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Not the race but their actions! If you do evil you can't expect history to treat you nicely! Their ancestors should have 
thought about that when they had the whip in their hands U_U  
Claudia_Zayas: Not the race but their actions! If you do evil 
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Kind of like the Egyptian Pharohs and their multitude of slaves.... The Mayans and their sacrifices..... The South 
American drug cartels..... The Tootsi and Hutu tribes of Africa.... Islamist extremists..... The Norse vikings..... 
The shoguns of Japan.... Modern day China and Tiananmen Square....... ???? 
To blame a race for the evils of some of it's members is racist. Equal is equal in all aspects and until people start 
looking at the topics instead of placing generalizations and fault on an entire race for the actions of a few members 
of that race no one will ever be truly equal.  
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What does that say about black culture today?  
PleaseThinkBefore: What does that say about black culture today? 
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Not what you think . . .  
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03:10 AM on 09/11/2012  
you can say anything you want but exactly where did you go to college so we can check out the truth of your statements - 



what exactly was being taught - history without any sanitizing? What my ancestors did to the native populations was 
despicable - not because of the color of our skin but the content of our character and our predjudices.  
firstcougar1: you can say anything you want but exactly where did 
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159 Fans  
11:42 AM on 09/11/2012  
Thank you for confirming that you are White. I am mixed and therefore do not carry any liberal White guilt. The 
university is in Chicago--I will not tell you exactly which one but I will say that it is a very diverse campus. The 
professor was Black and the text we used was written by one of her academic pals. Not sure the race of the 
author, but it was relentless in its depiction of European evil. Now don't get me wrong--ever watched the Ken 
Burns' documentary on the West? Very interesting but uber depressing because you just see over and over how 
the Europeans just trashed this country and its natives. However, I was responding to a student from 2012 who 
had nothing to do with what happened in the past and has to hear how terrible his race is.  
Winter_Skye: Thank you for confirming that you are White. I am 
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union_n_1870496_185968477.html 
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Derek Barnes 
1 Fans  
06:07 PM on 09/10/2012  
When I was in college, the Black Student Union's big Fall semester event was a "Let's Learn About Kwanzaa!!" thing that was 
well attended by many non-blacks. Somehow, I don't think the guys behind the "White Student Union" are planning anything quite 
so benign and inclusive. Call it a hunch.  
Derek_Barnes: When I was in college, the Black Student Union's big 
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union_n_1870496_185775871.html 
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mira chancleta 
There is NO "La Tino" race!  
433 Fans  
05:22 PM on 09/10/2012  
This would be sad if it weren't so funny. 
I attended university in the US...including 1 Ivy, 1 big 10 and 1 Liberal Arts college 
At each school I saw student organizations such as: 
 
***B'hai's For Vegans 
***Koreans For Christ 
***Cuban Chinese Union 
***German Brazilian Organization 
***Corsican Puerto Rican History Group 
***Sephardic Jews of the New World Study Group 
***La Raza Gonna Get Your Daughter, Brit-Nee Pregnant Cholos 
***Afro-Amsters For Jesus 
 
I NEVER took offense to any of them. 
What's the big deal? 
C'mon, let's try to be a littler "liberal" on the way to that "Liberal Arts" degree. 



Silly American PC hypocrisy...so small-minded and so predictable.  
mira_chancleta: This would be sad if it weren't so funny. I 
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/social/mira_chancleta/matthew-heimbach-towson-white-student-
union_n_1870496_185761042.html 
History  | Permalink  | Share it  
 

henry1964 
130 Fans  
05:21 PM on 09/10/2012  
they can distance themselves from white supremacy groups just like black people can distance themselves from groups like the 
black panthers but still be proud to be black...  
henry1964: they can distance themselves from white supremacy groups just like 
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04:40 PM on 09/10/2012  
Wow is all I can say. How pathetic. Doesn't he see that this looks like White Supremacy. Even his last name is German. What a 
dork.  
sixties_chick: Wow is all I can say. How pathetic. Doesn't he 
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172 Fans  
07:04 PM on 09/10/2012  
Your comment is actually very insulting to german americans.  
 
Seems like you might want to think about your own viewpoints and generalizations.  
Norcal2: Your comment is actually very insulting to german americans. Seems 
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07:39 PM on 09/10/2012  
You are naive to think that Neo-Nazis don't exist in the Republican Party. I have German ancestry also, and I am 
not trying to insult anyone with German ancestry. For all I care you can go ahead and join a White Pride group. 
As a Democrat, I am tolerant and appreciative of all ethnicities and races and I wouldn't want to join a group that 
excludes minorities. I don't like exclusive groups including White dominated sororities. This is what the Civil 
Rights Movement was all about. We're all Americans and we shouldn't discriminate against anyone.  
sixties_chick: You are naive to think that Neo-Nazis don't exist in 
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/social/sixties_chick/matthew-heimbach-towson-white-student-
union_n_1870496_185802555.html 
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Moderate political junkie.  
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Ahem, your bias is showing.  
Norvillebarnes: Ahem, your bias is showing. 
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Women for Obama!  
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10:20 AM on 09/11/2012  
I am White and have German ancestry. I am not biased. I think people who want to have exclusive organizations 
where only Whites are allowed are biased. We should be way past the attitudes of the 1950s where racial 
discrimination and segregation were practiced. You act like the 1960s never happened and you act like a total 
Retro-Republican.  
sixties_chick: I am White and have German ancestry. I am not 
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marissa emily 
Beauty is in the eye of the beer holder.  
354 Fans  
03:54 PM on 09/10/2012  
There is nothing wrong loving your race and being proud...it's the thinking that yours is the supreme one and only one that 
matters,it is what I have a problem with.  
marissa_emily: There is nothing wrong loving your race and being proud...it's 
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mira chancleta 
There is NO "La Tino" race!  
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05:23 PM on 09/10/2012  
one of the few intelligent posts here...  
mira_chancleta: one of the few intelligent posts here... 
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Beauty is in the eye of the beer holder.  
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01:38 PM on 09/11/2012  
thanks  
marissa_emily: thanks 
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inthedesert 
Those who never question will fall for anything.  
864 Fans  
07:17 PM on 09/10/2012  
You mean the way latinos do? I agree totally.  
inthedesert: You mean the way latinos do? I agree totally. 
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Beauty is in the eye of the beer holder.  
354 Fans  
07:20 PM on 09/10/2012  
I'm Latina I don't feel that way.  
marissa_emily: I'm&nbsp;Latina&nbsp;I don't feel that way. 
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Hoodooman 
GARY JOHNSON 2012!  
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03:46 PM on 09/10/2012  
It's no different from other groups who pride themselves on shallow differences.  
Hoodooman: It's no different from other groups who pride themselves on 
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mira chancleta 
There is NO "La Tino" race!  
433 Fans  
05:24 PM on 09/10/2012  
"shallow" is in the eye of the beholder....  
mira_chancleta: "shallow" is in the eye of the beholder.... 
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Osmona 
Its GREAT to be alive and SANE.  
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03:37 PM on 09/10/2012  
Whatever.  
Osmona: Whatever. 
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433 Fans  
05:24 PM on 09/10/2012  
THE most intelligent response here...  
mira_chancleta: THE most intelligent response here... 
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TDownie 
14 Fans  
03:14 PM on 09/10/2012  
Main thing missing from the article is that the other student unions welcome all races; be it meetings, social, cultural, or educational 
events. Just pay your dues and show up. Everyone is welcome and subject matter discussed/putforth is obviously going to be 
catered to issues facing the group as a whole, be it socioeconomic status, educational programs, opportunities for advancement, 
etc.  
TDownie: Main thing missing from the article is that the other 
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UKLLee 
388 Fans  
05:02 PM on 09/10/2012  
He doesn't want to be in a black advocacy group. He wants to be in a white advocacy group. 
 
Is there something wrong with that?  
UKLLee: He doesn't want to be in a black advocacy group. 
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cop2122 
Common sense Liberal fighting aganist The GOP!  
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06:05 PM on 09/10/2012  
The dam college is a White advocacy group!  
cop2122: The dam college is a White advocacy group! 
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TDownie 
14 Fans  
06:18 PM on 09/10/2012  
Nothing wrong with it. My comment said the other groups are not exclusive. Everyone is welcome. I attended 
Jewish group events, Hispanic and Asian and was welcomed by all.  
TDownie: Nothing wrong with it. My comment said the other groups 
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Argue with a fool and you'll become one...  



77 Fans  
06:43 PM on 09/10/2012  
My thoughts exactly. Well put.  
Claudia_Zayas: My thoughts exactly. Well put. 
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BeasTT 
154 Fans  
03:11 PM on 09/10/2012  
This is a great idea. 
 
We are a nation of so much culture and diversity, I think my White friends should also have a forum to speak, as do my Black and 
Brown friends.  
BeasTT: This is a great idea. We are a nation of 
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mira chancleta 
There is NO "La Tino" race!  
433 Fans  
05:25 PM on 09/10/2012  
there you go again...making sense!  
mira_chancleta: there you go again...making sense! 
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Argue with a fool and you'll become one...  
77 Fans  
06:46 PM on 09/10/2012  
A forum to speak? Hmmm do you mean class?  
Claudia_Zayas: A forum to speak? Hmmm do you mean class? 
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Soror4512 
118 Fans  
03:04 PM on 09/10/2012  
The only reason for starting such a group is to coverup for a low self esteem issue. If the student had a healthy self image, he 
would be able to accept others as just as important as himself, regardless of skin color.  
Soror4512: The only reason for starting such a group is to 
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57% of Immigrant Households Receive Welfare  
61 Fans  
04:26 PM on 09/10/2012  
Do you feel the same way about the other racially centered groups? black, latino and asian students all have student 
groups. why cant white people? 
 



 
Go tell the other groups to disband because they have low self esteem....  
James_Greybush: Do you feel the same way about the other racially 
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Argue with a fool and you'll become one...  
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06:48 PM on 09/10/2012  
Whites were never oppressed and never have been a minority! Whites were never excluded from everything 
leaving them no other choice than to form their own groups and unions... How don't you get it? It is not the same 
smh 
Are you really comparing the reality of whites with the one of minorities? O.o Open your eyes please! The world 
has NEVER been fair to minorities!  
Claudia_Zayas: Whites were never oppressed and never have been a minority! 
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What's the point of all these individual groups? To exclude others who are not like them. THEY ALL NEED TO 
GO. People need to learn how to get along and accept the differences which make us all unique and special.  
Soror4512: What's the point of all these individual groups? To exclude 
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There is NO "La Tino" race!  
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05:45 PM on 09/10/2012  
how selectively hypocritical your cheap psycho-analysis...  
mira_chancleta: how selectively hypocritical your cheap psycho-analysis... 
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A hit dog will holler!  
Soror4512: A hit dog will holler! 
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Ist Ungeheuer 
31 Fans  
02:53 PM on 09/10/2012  
I think "ehite" is too general . . . there outta be a group for the Germans, the Irish, the Brits, the Italians, the Poles, Swedes, etc, 
etc. you get the picture . . .  
Ist_Ungeheuer: I think "ehite" is too general . . . there 
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Larry Blaylock 
0 Fans  
03:05 PM on 09/10/2012  
Where in the US are you going to find such purebread breads to start these groups, most whites have all of the above, 
plus Indian in them.  
Larry_Blaylock: Where in the US are you going to find such 
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Ist Ungeheuer 
31 Fans  
03:08 PM on 09/10/2012  
just a thought . . .  and by that same logic . .  who amongst the black and L.A.tinic, Hispino groups are pure 
anything . . ?!  
Ist_Ungeheuer: just a thought . . .&nbsp; and by that same 
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Osmona 
Its GREAT to be alive and SANE.  
2504 Fans  
03:37 PM on 09/10/2012  
True.  
Osmona: True. 
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Ist Ungeheuer 
31 Fans  
02:51 PM on 09/10/2012  
it's about time . . . sheesh . . I was starting to wonder if all my white brothers had lost all their backbone to political correctness . . 
. aside from the military brothers that is . . .  
Ist_Ungeheuer: it's about time . . . sheesh . . I 
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sixties chick 
Women for Obama!  
803 Fans  
04:42 PM on 09/10/2012  
I would think you'd want to distance yourself from White Supremists and other hate groups. I'm White and proud, but I'm 
also well-informed and know that being in a White Pride group, I'd be associating with Republican (gag) hate groups.  
sixties_chick: I would think you'd want to distance yourself from White 
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mira chancleta 
There is NO "La Tino" race!  
433 Fans  
05:46 PM on 09/10/2012  
being proud of European background does not make anyone a White Supremacist...only in the US do hear that 
PC-clap-trap...  
mira_chancleta: being proud of European background does not make anyone a 
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musical1 
41 Fans  
02:42 PM on 09/10/2012  
"It has to do with celebrating the benefits Western civilization has brought to mankind, not the least of which is the concept of 
law." (...because there was no 'concept of law' in the world/mankind other than the Western one? )  
 



 
Based on that sentence alone, sounds like this guy should be doing more studying, researching and learning, instead of trying to 
start this group.  
musical1: "It has to do with celebrating the benefits Western civilization 
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StopTheHating 
29 Fans  
02:19 PM on 09/10/2012  
Honestly I can see no reason to deny them a white student union. There exist black student unions and Latino student unions. As 
long as the white student union abides by the rules of the school, doesn't burn crosses on the front lawns of minorities, firebomb 
houses of minorities, harass minorities, or hang minorities from trees or bridges, they will be fine.  
StopTheHating: Honestly I can see no reason to deny them a 
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union_n_1870496_185699910.html 
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Brandon Soucie 
14 Fans  
01:55 PM on 09/10/2012  
Frankly, I think any organization who's main purpose is to advocate for a certain ethnicity should be banned. So long as we 
continue to divide ourselves into these racial groups we are going to have racist activities on all sides. Didn't we decide against 
segregation back in the 60's? I don't understand the whole idea behind racial pride. You are celebrating an aspect of your life that 
you had no control over and acting like it means you're entitled to something.  
Brandon_Soucie: Frankly, I think any organization who's main purpose is to 
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Soror4512 
118 Fans  
03:07 PM on 09/10/2012  
You make an excellent point.  
Soror4512: You make an excellent point. 
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GARY JOHNSON 2012!  
275 Fans  
03:55 PM on 09/10/2012  
Although you and I see this as shallow and ignorant, I would have to disagree on a government banning an individual from 
expressing themselves as they please (as long as violence or vandalism are not included).  
Hoodooman: Although you and I see this as shallow and ignorant, 
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MyNameIsMickey 
947 Fans  
01:55 PM on 09/10/2012  
I'll sympathize with my fellow white guy after he and I and our beloved white race has been in slave chains for a couple hundred 
years or so. 
 



Oh, by the way, the KKK wants their club charter back.  
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were you in chains?  
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Irrelevant. 
 
The commentators ancestors were in chains -- during slavery -- and in legal "chains" under Jim Crow.  
 
The legacy of these institutional oppressions continues to shape the experiences of people of color (Jim Crow 
discriminated against ALL non-whites) and whites (whose racial/white privilege REMAINS institutionalized and 
conferred as UNEARNED, unexamined advantages). 
 
It's that legacy that makes NECESSARY the formation of organizations/groups dedicated to empowering and 
educating people about non-white peoples -- and therefore peoples that are discriminated against 
INSTITUTIONALLY. 
 
The formation of a "white pride" group does NOT battle institutional discrimination against whites (en masse/as a 
group). 
 
The (mis)PERCEPTION that whites are discriminated against is entirely inaccurate -- a reaction, also, to the real 
and perceived attenuation of white privilege and power since Obama's presidential victory. 
 
"White Pride" is a euphamism for "white racism" -- and NO institution should consciously support racism (or any 
oppression), nor force TAXPAYERS and their students to support racism/oppression with their tuition dollars. 
 
Black and Muslim Student organizations, for example, do NOT perpetuate discrimination -- they are NOT 
exclusive organizations. Non-Blacks and non-Muslims are permitted to join. 
 
These organizations celebrate cultures and peoples that have been denigrated historically, that continue to be 
denigrated in the present day. 
 
Whites are NOT denigrated -- en masse, at an institutional level -- in the present day. 
 
A "white pride" is the ideological equivalent of the Ku Klux Klan, and other white terrorist organizations -- and 
that kind of group should have NO FORMAL place on a college  
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Human beings (regardless of "race" or place of origin) have been enslaving eachother for millennia. In fact, slavery still 
exists (you just don't see it often on your local "news" channel).  
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USA here we are talking about the USA! Tell me who was enslaved in the USA?...  
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I don't see why students should be prohibited to start a white pride group. Our university had a variety of groups specific to race, 
religion, sexual orientation, nationality and specific interests. I think students have the right to start this group and be proud to be 
the race they are. As long as the group does not promote racism or hatred, it would be just like any other organization!  
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It's an idea that's divisive.  
sixties_chick: It's an idea that's divisive. 
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then so is every other group.... get real  
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as divisive as the N.O.W.?  
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Perhaps using a different name would make their group sound less menacing and more accepted. 'White Pride' lends itself to 
preconceived notions and certain fears, In some parts of the country (like where i live) the term "White Pride" means only one 
thing. And as a "white pride" group would they keep non whites from joining? Is that acceptable on school campuses? Groups 
based on race bother me to some degree but at the same time I do understand how minority students might feel they need support 
group of sorts. Not sure if that's the case with white students though. If they're allowed to form I would suggest an advisor or 
outside person randomly monitor their meetings.  
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I would assume you have no problem with 'la raza' though? it is exactly the same thing.  
 
its about time we stopped apologizing for being white and start enjoying the same perks as other races. every other race 
is allowed to set up scholarship funds, student unions and so on, why cant white people?  
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I guess I can't eat any more Oreos with my skim milk?  
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White males should not be allowed to congregate in groups of more than seven.  
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Black males should not be allowed to congregate in group of more than two.  
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just not in a circle  
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The principle behind this makes sense. There are black student unions, so why aren't there white student unions? However... in 
this day and age... I think it's time for student unions based on race to dissolve. Any group that celebrates one type of people 
while excluding membership of other types kind of defeats the purpose of promoting positivity.  
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Leviathan21 
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This guy doesn't sound like the brightest penny in the change purse.  
 
That said, he's free to start the group if he wants. Just don't cry when people ridicule your silliness. First Amendment gives you 
right to free expression. It doesn't protect you from ridicule.  
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Fair enough. As whites go through the transition of becoming a minority, we'll probably see more such groups come into 
existence. We might as well get used to it now.  
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They already have a group... The KKK is always accepting new members...  
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Are you being serious?!  
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Well, this just won't do. This shouldn't be allowed at all. See, there are certain groups that have a strangle hold on special status 
and are allowed to advocate for special privilege, preference and "enhanced" placement. Names and identifying descriptions are 
discouraged. But one thing is clear: to allow whites to claim those same things is to revert to the "colonialist" mind-set that diverges 
from the inclusive, diverse and tolerant one-way paradigm that is required and mandated no matter what. Call Eric Holder at the 
Department of Justice immediately. This must be stopped before it becomes commonplace.  
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I truly hope you're being sarcastic.  
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Get back in the Van' Dan.  
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Doesn't sound too different than a Black Student Union or a Rainbow Pride Union so I'm not really seeing the issue.  
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I would say it was okay as long as they don't use it as a means to target other groups. As soon as they start doing that, away they 
should go. All groups should be treated the same. Equality is equality.  
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His previous group targeted - Islam, same-sex marriage and multicultural education- 
 
So looks like your standards were met . He should be barred because he targets other groups.  
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Yep, you're correct sir. I missed the part about his previous group.  
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Yeah, because groups like the new Black Panthers don't target other groups.  
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Oh really? So standing out in front of voting polls during the last election was targeting whom?  
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My apologies if you were being sarcastic.  
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I believe in the rule of law  
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12:16 PM on 09/10/2012  
If you can legally have a Black Student Union you can legally have a White Student Union.  
MrStat1: If you can legally have a Black Student Union you 
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ericleeus 
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Yep. I see nothing wrong with this.  
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I thought that was his angle until he was holding the confederate flag in-front of the MLK church. This is not the sort of 
person to be in charge of such a Union.  
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That's a value judgment. Not everyone agrees with you.  
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""The Baltimore Sun noted there was significant controversy when that group held public displays against Islam, same-sex 
marriage and multicultural education."" 
________________ 
 
That is the problem. This guy is trying to pretend that the group is like any other student group. But whereas the "Asian Student 
Union" or groups like it are about networking, farming out language skills, tutoring, or socializing, many of the people who start 
these White Student Unions are doing them as a front for Klan style bigotry. 
 
Fine, let the guy start it if they cross all their T's and dot their i's. If the group turns out to be about celebrating European history, 
culter, etc... then great. But don't be surprised when it is just used as a front for bigotry.  
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That being said, don't be surprized when any minority group is just used as a front for bigotry.  
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